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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a model of analogy-based learning is pre-
sented, whose main novelty is the crucial ability to pro-
duce analogies in multi-dimensional input and output
spaces. Evaluations are performed on various word pro-
nunciation tasks, revealing the effectiveness of such joint
learning strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, a number of analogical inference
procedures have been put forward for inducing the pho-
netic transcription of unknown words from pronunciation
dictionaries [1, 2, 3, 4]. On the basis of promising experi-
mental results on the grapheme-to-phoneme (GP) conver-
sion task, these procedures have been presented as real-
istic alternatives to rule-based pronunciation modules for
TTS or speech recognition systems. Such a claim strongly
relies upon the assumption that the above mentioned ap-
plications could take advantage of procedures capable of
inducing a mapping between orthographical and segmen-
tal representations.

In fact there is more to them than just this ability:
TTS systems need to manipulate more complex phono-
logical representations, containing stress marks and sylla-
ble boundaries. Additionally, these systems have to cope
with the problem of so-called heterophonous homographs,
i.e. of word forms whose pronunciation depends on their
syntactic category: to this end, they usually perform a
morpho-syntactical disambiguation prior to the GP con-
version stage. Speech recognition pronunciation modules
have yet another kind of task to fulfill, which is to properly
model pronunciation variation. To sum up, there seems to
exist a gap between real-world applications, which often
require pronunciation devices handling complex input and
output representations, and the analogical GP procedures
hereabove mentioned (see however [5]).

In this paper, we present a novel model of pronunciation
by analogy, which extends the model originally proposed
in [6] to the case of multi-dimensional input and output
feature vectors. This extension enables to cope with richer
input representations, such as pairs(orthographic string,
part of speech), providing a practical answer to the prob-

lem of heterophonous homographs. Similarly, this model
can accommodate multi-dimensional output representa-
tions, such as pairs(phonetic string, stressed syllables);
thus offering a suitable framework for performing the joint
induction of segmental representations and of stress pat-
terns. Finally, being word based, this model has the po-
tential of predicting multiple acceptable output pronunci-
ations on the basis of an input form. Additional benefits
of this new analogical model are discussed in [7].

In the first section of the paper, we briefly introduce
the computational model of multidimensional analogical
inference. We then present the results of a series of ex-
periments conducted with the CELEX lexicon [8], which
illustrate the ability of the model to cope effectively with
various experimental set-ups, and demonstrate i) that the
use of enriched input lexical representation yields in all
cases a significant improvement of pronunciation accu-
racy, ii) that the joint induction of segmental represen-
tations and of stress patterns results in better accuracy
scores than those obtained when these output features are
learned in isolation. We finally draw some conclusions
and present possible extensions of the model, which are
needed to properly model pronunciation variation.

2. ANALOGY AS A PROCESS

The basic idea of analogical inference can be sketched as
follows. Learning instances are represented as a set of
feature-value pairs. The feature set is subdivided into an
input, I , and an output,O, feature sets. Given a new in-
stance, for which only the input features are known, the
goal of the inference procedure is to predict the output
features. To this end, all possibleanalogical proportions
in the input space are extracted and used as the basis for
theanalogical transferof output features. These notions
are detailed in the following sections.

2.1. Analogical Proportions

For any input feature f, an analogical proportion relates
four values:f1, f2, f3, andf4, such that “f1 is to f2 as
f3 is to f4”, noted asf1 : f2 = f3 : f4. Proportions
can be defined in many different ways, depending on the
feature type, and on specific implementation choices. The
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definitions wehave used arethe following:

� Discrete values:f1, f2, f3 andf4 define an analogi-
cal proportion if and only if(f1 = f2 andf3 = f4)
or (f1 = f3 andf2 = f4). Taking part-of-speech
as an example of a discrete valued feature, we have:
N : N = V : V ,Adj : V = A : V .

� Words: f1, f2, f3 andf4 define an analogical pro-
portion if and only if there exists four stringst, u,
v, w such that eitherf1 = uv, f2 = uw, f3 = tv

and f4 = tw or f1 = uv, f2 = tv, f3 = uw,
and f4 = tw (uv denotes concatenation ofu and
v). The following 4-tuple of constitute a proportion
in the word domain:eat:eater=cheat:cheater.

These definitions extend straightforwardly to the case of
features sets: given a feature setF , and four objectsA,B,
C andD, A : B = C : D relative toF , if for any feature
fi in F , fi(A) : fi(B) = fi(C) : fi(D).

2.2. Analogical Transfer

The analogical transfer of a featuref consists in finding
the fourth term of an analogical proportion, given the other
three. In other words, it involves solution of the analogi-
cal equationf1 : f2 = f3 : X , whereX is the unknown
value. This solution may again vary depending on the fea-
ture type. The following definitions are used here:

� Discrete values: three cases need be considered:
- if f1 = f2, thenX = f3
- if f1 = f3, thenX = f2
- otherwise,X is undefined.

� Words: again, we have three different cases:
- if there existst; u; v; w such thatf1 =
uv; f2 = tv; f3 = uw, thenX = tw

- if there existst; u; v; w such thatf1 =
uv; f2 = uw; f3 = tv, thenX = tw

- otherwise,X is undefined

The notion of analogical transfer is generalized to the case
of feature sets: given a 3-tuple of known instances, the
feature set induced through analogical transfer takes the
values resulting from the analogical transfer of each fea-
ture, if they are all defined, and is otherwise undefined.

2.3. Analogical Inference

The analogical inference procedure generalizes the algo-
rithm presented in [6] to the case of feature sets, and takes
the two following steps. Given a data base, and a new
target instanceT defined over the setI of input features:

i) All analogical proportions relative toI and involv-
ing T and three known instances are retrieved. This
can be done in one single pass over the database, by
checking for each instanceW whether there existsU
andV such thatT : U = V :W . In fact, givenT and
W , U andV are readily deduced: for any discrete-
valued featuref , f(U) andf(V ) can only be equal to

f(W ) or to f(T ); for any word featuref , f(U) and
f(V ) are bound to be composed of a “head” off(T )
(resp.f(W )) and a “tail” off(W ) (resp.f(T )). This
still leaves a number of possibilities to explore: as-
suming that the respective lengths off(T ) andf(W )
arel andm, there exists(l + 1) � (m + 1) analogi-
cal proportions involving these two terms. However,
given the average string length encountered in our
experiments, testing whetherW andT enter an ana-
logical proportion amounts to a relatively small num-
ber of database look-ups, which can be performed in
constant time. Overall, when the input feature set
only contains one string feature, the retrieval stage is
performed inO(j L j � l � m), wherejLj is the
number of training instances,l the length of the in-
put string, andm the maximum length of a training
string.

ii) For each 3-tuple of known instances extracted in i),
the analogical transfer is performed for all the fea-
tures inO. If the analogical transfer succeeds, its
result is added to a set of possible outputs. This set
is then ranked according to some measure of con-
fidence, which can reflect various linguistic biases,
and is in fact a free parameter of our algorithm. In the
experiments reported here, the ranking of competing
outputs was performed on the basis of the number of
analogical proportions they participate in.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Database and Protocol

In all these experiments, the English lemma lexicon of
the CELEX database [8], containing 52,068 entries1was
used. Each lemma is associated with a number of features,
which are directly derived from this database. These fea-
tures are described in the following list (we give for each
feature its value for the lemmaSPEECH):

- grp refers to the orthographic representation of
the lemma :grp (SPEECH) = speech.

- pos is the part-of-speech code of the lemma,
ranging over 12 categories:pos (SPEECH) = N.

- seg is the phonetic representation, coded with
the DISC phonetic alphabet:seg (SPEECH) =
/spiJ/

- seg+ is the phonetic representation, com-
plemented with stress markers in front of
stressed syllables and with syllable boundaries:
seg+ (SPEECH) = /’spiJ/.

- str encodes stress patterns: each syllable is
coded as 0, 1 or 2, corresponding to unstressed,
primarily and secondarily stressed syllables:
str (SPEECH) = 1.

- syl encodes the syllabic structure: syllable ini-
tial segments are coded as 1, other segments are
coded as 0:syl (SPEECH) = 1000.

1The full CELEX database contains 52,477 lemmas; for the purpose
of these experiments, lemmas corresponding to alphabetic letters or ab-
breviations were filtered out.



- net is a joint representation of stress patterns
and syllabic structures: vocalic segments are
coded as 0,1, or 2, depending on stress; con-
sonants are coded with 3 (onset position) or 4
(coda position):net (SPEECH) = 3314. This
feature is reminiscent of the coding used in
Nettalk [9] experiments.

- net- is a simplification ofnet , where conso-
nants are coded as0: net- (SPEECH) = 0010.

All the results reported hereabove have been obtained
using a leave-one-out protocol.

3.2. Learning complete phonological representation

In this first series of experiments, different strategies for
learning “complete” phonological representations (ie. in-
cluding segments, stress pattern and syllabic structure) on
the basis of thegrp feature only are compared. Sev-
eral output feature sets allow us to attain that goal:O =
fseg+ g is one obvious possibility, butO = fseg ,net g
is also applicable, as isfseg ,str ,syl g. A last possi-
bility is also considered, which consists in learninginde-
pendentlyseg , str andsyl , and in merginga posteriori
these output features. Results yielded by these four setups
are reported on table 1.

% corr. recall precision
seg+ 60.69 88.83 68.32
seg 69.74 89.95 77.53
net 68.07 89.95 75.68
all 62.02 89.95 68.95
seg 70.37 90.87 77.44
str 77.33 90.87 85.11
syl 80.28 90.87 88.34
all 62.90 90.87 69.22
seg 70.97 91.40 77.64
str 78.66 92.21 85.29
syl 81.24 92.69 87.65
all (ind.) 61.66 91.03 67.74

Table 1: Learning complete representations (I)

The main outcomes of this first series of experiments
are twofold:

� the choice of a specific encoding has a significant im-
pact on performance, as acknowledged by the results
obtained in the first three runs. In particular, the joint
encoding of stress pattern and syllabic structure in
the featurenet is harder to learn than the more “nat-
ural” encoding used in the third experiment.

� learning jointly the three featuresseg , str andsyl
yields a better overall correctness and accuracy than
the independent learning of the same features, at the
cost, though, of a small loss in recall. Therefore, even
if correctness remains higher when all three individ-
ual features when learned in isolation, it seems that
the choice of a multi-dimensional output space is an
effective means of ensuring the global consistency of
the output phonological representations.

There nonetheless remains roomfor improvement, espe-
cially if one considers the number of times the right pro-
nunciation was actually built, but not ranked first. For the
third setup, this happened for almost 20% of the test items;
for 11% of the test items, the correct solution was in fact
the second best one: clearly, devising more subtle rank-
ing procedures could lead to substantial improvements of
performance.

3.3. Multi-dimensional inputs

In this section, we study the benefits of using multi-
dimensional input feature sets. To this end, we have re-
produced the same series of experiments as in section 3.2,
with an input feature set equals tofgrp , pos g. Results
are presented in table 2.

% corr. recall precision
seg+ 61.81 87.29 70.81
seg 70.14 88.61 79.16
net 68.65 88.61 77.47
all 63.16 88.61 71.27
seg 71.06 89.63 79.27
str 77.86 89.63 86.86
syl 80.00 89.63 89.25
all 64.37 89.63 71.81
seg 71.57 90.21 79.33
str 79.27 91.12 86.99
syl 81.15 91.62 88.57
all (ind.) 63.10 89.79 70.27

Table 2: Learning complete representations (II)

The comparison of table 1 and table 2 reveals that using
pos as an additional input feature consistently improves
both correctness and accuracy, while moderately increas-
ing the silence rate; the only exception is observed for the
independent learning ofsyl , merely reflecting the fact
that syllabic structure does not depend on syntactic tags.
In all the other cases, the net effect of this operation is a
reduction of the number of errors, which are either cor-
rected, or left untranscribed. Interestingly, all the lessons
drawn from the first series of experiments are confirmed
by these new data.

A detailed analysis of the 924 heterophonous homo-
graphs found in our database reveals that, for the third
setup, correction increases from 39% to about 45% when
pos is included in the feature set. This strategy is
thus effective for reducing the difficulties posed by het-
erophonous homographs. These lemmas remain difficult
to transcribe, especially since some pronunciations can-
not be disambiguated on the basis of the part-of-speech
code only: lemmas likeCONJURE, GILL and many oth-
ers have several pronunciations associated with one sin-
gle part-of-speech. Nonetheless, these experiments show
how our model can handle several heterogeneous sym-
bolic descriptors for improving the quality of the induced
mapping between orthography and phonology; this could
also prove useful for learning the pronunciation of proper
names, using language identification tags as a comple-



mentarydescriptor [10].

3.4. Improving recall

In all the experiments reported hereabove, the analogi-
cal model has consistently failed to make predictions for
about 10% of the test corpus. This is in fact not surpris-
ing, since some 4360 lemmas, representing about 8.3%
of the database, do not enter any analogical proportion at
the orthographic level. This list of lemmas can be further
characterized, by exploiting the CELEX morphological
database: it contains about one third of the “morphologi-
cally irrelevant words” (exclamation, interjection, proper
nouns) in the entire database; more than half of the loan
words, and overall, a much lesser proportion of morpho-
logical derivatives. This suggests that these words would
be hard to transcribe for any kind of pronunciation system.

We have nonetheless tried to get around this recall prob-
lem by recoding orthographic strings in more “dense” rep-
resentational spaces. More precisely,grp was recoded
with two new features :grv and grc , which are re-
spectively derived fromgrp by replacing orthographic
consonants (resp. vowels) by the placeholderC (resp.
V ). This yields forSPEECH: grv (SPEECH)=/CCeeCC/,
grc (SPEECH)=/spVVch/). The same recoding was
performed on segmental representations, yielding the
new featuressgv and sgc (sgv (SPEECH)=/CCiC/,
sgc (SPEECH)=/spVJ/). Mappings betweengrv and
sgv , and betweengrc andsgc were learned indepen-
dently, and their output feature merged using alignment
techniques, in order to reconstruct a segmental represen-
tation seg . Results of this procedure are reported in ta-
ble 3. While this strategy is clearly effective for improv-

% corr. recall precision
sgv 24.45 99.06 24.67
sgc 73.17 96.36 75.93
seg 30.74 96.50 31.85

Table 3: Recoding orthographical input

ing recall, overall results are rather poor, due to the great
difficulty of predicting the vowels’ quantity from repre-
sentations where consonants are blinded. Additional ex-
periments aiming at substantially improving the predic-
tion of sgv , using additional output features such asstr
or net- , remained unsuccessful. This suggests that our
encoding of consonants is much too crude for the task
at hand: in this matter, consonant quality seems to be a
crucial piece of information. The effectiveness of more
thoughtful encodings, involving for instance several con-
sonant subclasses, still remains to be assessed.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented an analogy-based model of word pro-
nunciation, which is able i) to learn complete phonologi-
cal representations and ii) to benefit from complementary
descriptors of the input string. Correction results achieved

arein line with those obtained using state-of-the-art clas-
sification techniques, for the same task and the same data:
[5], for instance, using variants ofk-NN techniques, re-
ports a word error rate close to 63% on the joint learning of
seg andnet- . Precision seems likely to be improved us-
ing more judicious voting procedures; recall, on the other
hand could be increased using more complex encodings
of the input data. Our model, as such, cannot be claimed
to be suitable for learning models of pronunciation vari-
ants. In fact, this would require to generalize the notion of
an analogical proportion to more complex feature types,
such as pronunciation lattices. These kinds of extension
are currently under investigation.
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